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Chapterr  3 

Theoryy of Three-Way Methods 

3.11 Introductio n 

Inn this Chapter, non-iterative and iterative three-way methods for estimating reaction 

ratee constants from spectroscopic data are described. It is possible to use constraints 

withinn three-way methods. This is discussed in Section 3.7. Before the algorithms are 

explainedd in detail the principle on which the three-way methods are based is 

explainedd in the next Section. 

3.22 Shifting an exponential function 

Lett an array of exponentially decaying numbers, called array one, be equal to 

162,, 54. 18. 6. Next, suppose array one is shifted one position which results into 

arrayy two according to Figure 4. In this figure, the ratio, R, between two numbers 

listedd in one rowr is the same from row to row. In this case the ratio equals three. 

Arra yy one Arra y two 

162 162 

5 44 < /?= 162/54 > 1 62 

188 ^ R = 54/18 > 54 

6 6 R=R= 18/6 

Figuree 4. Array one and array two. 

liquationn (23) represents an exponential function describing the reaction 

kineticss of a first order process. 

CC = L*-kl ' (23) 
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wheree k\ is a reaction rate constant and C is the concentration of a certain species at 

timee /. If the exponent is shifted in time, by means of introducing shift parameter 5, 

Equationn (23) can be written as Equation (24). 

C,, = e'ki0+S) (24) 

wheree Cs is the "shifted concentration". The ratio of Equation (23) and (24), called A 

iss an indirect measure for k\ as is shown in Equation (25). 

»  =  = T ^ r  = "-"*""*' SI = ' =*  *, = ^ (25) 

Hence,, the reaction rate constant k\ is calculated easily from the ratio of the 

non-shiftedd and the shifted exponential function. 

3.33 The trilinea r  structure 

Considerr the first reaction step, described in Section 2.2 of Chapter 2, under 

pseudo-firstt order conditions. Equation (6) from Section 2.2 of Chapter 2, describes 

thee concentration profile of the reactant (species if). In this Section, it is supposed, for 

convenience,, that the initial concentration of species if, C .̂o, is equal to 1 moll" . 

Assumee that matrix X (MxN), as defined in Section 2.2 of Chapter 2, contains 

spectroscopicc measurements of only species U in time. This matrix contains two-way 

dataa and no trilinear structure is present at first sight. However, it is possible to build a 

trilinearr structure according to the following procedure developed by Windig and 

Antalek.1*2 2 

Twoo matrices, Xi and X2, are created from X by means of a time shift S, which 

cann be any positive integer value between 1 and (M-l). This results in: 

X]]  - (X([l . . . (M-S)])xN) and X2 = (X([(l+S) . . . M])xN). These two matrices 

createdd by means of splitting X are visualized in Figure 5, where du (Nx\) is the pure 

spectrumm of species U, fu (Mx\) is the concentration profile of species 0\ 

ff  1 ((M-S)x\) and fi ((M-S)x\) are the concentration profiles of species U with time 

shiftt S in matrices X[ and X2, respectively. 

Thee matrices X[ and X2 formed by splitting X can be put into a trilinear or 

PARAFAC3'44 model by means of stacking as shown in Figure 6 to construct a 

three-wayy array X ({M-S)xNx2). Vector c (2x1) contains the scaling factors of 
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XX = 

A'--
U-U-

X, , 

X X 

V V 

11 + s 
v v 

MS MS 

Figuree 5. Illustratio n of X, and X2 created from X by means of a time shift. 

d,T T 

X X 

AA / 
\y\ \y\ 

''  V 
/ / 

/ / 

d, , 

((MS)((MS) xNx2) i i 
kk = InM 

E((M-S)xNx2) E((M-S)xNx2) 

Figuree 6. The trilinea r  structur e created by means of stacking Xi and X2. 

X|| and X2 and f u ((M-5)xl) is the concentration profde. 

Fromm c the reaction rate constant k\ can be estimated if the time shift is known 

ass shown in Figure 6. The parameter X contains de ratio between the non-shifted and 

thee shifted equation of the concentration profile of species U. An element xmnp from 

XX with dimension (MxNxP) is modeled by means of a one-factor PARAFAC model 

accordingg to Equation (26). 

XX,„„,„„ PP =<*mAl Ci (26) ) 

Iff  two exponentially decaying functions are considered this wil l result in a two 

componentt PARAFAC model. If more complex reaction schemes and therefore more 
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exponentiall  functions are considered Equation (26) can be generalized into a 

PARAFACC model with multiple components according to Equation (27). 

Q Q 

Definee the vectors aq (A/xl) , b̂  (Nx\) and c,, (2x1) as vectors with the elements am(,, 

b„b„ qq and cpq, respectively. The multiplication ofamq, hnq and cm for each m, n,p gives 

thee qth triad. Hence, every independent exponentially decaying function expresses 

itselff  in a triad. Note, that there is a permutation freedom between triads. The 

C-matrixx contains the scaling factors from which the different reaction rate constants 

cann be estimated as has been shown in Figure 6 in case of one reaction rate constant. 

Eaterr in this Section, it is discussed how more reaction rate constants are calculated 

fromm matrix C if more than one exponential function is involved in the model. Hence, 

everyy combination of exponential functions can be modeled, but every combination 

hass to be written as a sum of separate exponential components. This condition has to 

bee fulfilled in order to apply the method presented. This wil l be explained in more 

detaill  further on in this Section. 

Next,, both reaction steps of the reaction, described in Section 2.2 of Chapter 2, 

aree considered under pseudo-first order conditions. Assume again that matrix 

XX  (MxN) contains spectroscopic measurements of the reacting system. Species U, 

speciess frfand species Kare spectroscopically active. Hence, in case of noiseless data, 

thee rank of X is equal to three. Equation (6) and Equation (7) from Section 2.2 of 

Chapterr 2 are already a sum of exponential functions, but Equation (8) is not a sum of 

exponentiall  functions. Equation (8) can be written into Equation (28) using 

Equationn (6) and Equation (7). 

CCyiyi = ] - e *''  -k(e'k''- -e"*?,') = e" -e"*1'' - &"*''  +&-"*='  (28) 

wheree k = k} f(k2 - kx). Equation (28) is now a sum of separate exponentially 

decayingg functions. To make sure that the term e' is present in the dataset a column 

withh constants (A/x 1), for example ( 1 . .. 1 )T (a column with ones) is added to 

datamatrixx X (MxN) resulting in an augmented datamatrix X (Mx(N+\)). '~ The 

reasonn to add the column of ones is explained in more detail further on in this 

Chapter.. It is important to realize that the rank of X is equal to the rank of X and 

hencee equal to three. The augmented datamatrix X is visualized in Figure 7, where 

dr.. dn-and dy with dimensions ((A'+l)xl ) are the pure spectra of species U, W and }'. 

26 6 
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A M M V V 
+ + 

*u *u 

+ + 

d, , 

+ + 

V V 

x x 
Figuree 7. Visualization of the augmented datamatrix X . 

respectively;; f/;, iw and fy with dimensions (Mx\) are the concentration profiles of 

speciess U, Wand Y. respectively. The vector d/. ((A/+l)xl ) is the "spectrum" of the 

addedd column with constants equal to: (0 0 0 0 . . . 0 1) . The vector f/, (Mxl ) is the 

"concentrationn profile" of the added column with constants with "concentration" Ci 

equall  to e°. 

AA mathematical representation of X is given in Equation (29). 

x*=f„d; r/+fX+M;+f/d ] ] (29) ) 

Equationn (29) can be rewritten into Equation (30) after rewriting the vectors with the 

concentrationn profiles from Equation (28) using Equation (6), (7) and the relation 

kk = k, l(k2 - J t . ). 

XX =(*-* " )d,'- +*( e " K - -k{e-"")d>- + e"dl
Y - ( ^ " W -k{e^)d\. 

++  k(c^)dr
y+e0,dJ

l = 

e~M(d„„  +kdn. - d , -kdY? +e'k:,(-kdn. + kdy)
r +e{),(dy +d,)T = 

a.b!!  + a , b' +a,b{ 

(30) ) 

. - * I ' II . - * . ' , 

[e~[e~kk*...e*...e  a, = <>-*", a2 =e~k*, a3 =e0t, b,1 = (d„  +kdw -dY -kdY)\ 

b!!  = {-kdw + kdr )T and b] = (d,, + d,)'1 . Equation (29) and the mathematical 

manipulationn in Equation (30) are visualized in Figure 8. The concentration profiles. 

fr.. fic and f>. are rearranged into the exponential functions ai. zi and a_v The response 

matrixx X consists of a sum of exponential functions. 
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V V <v v <V V d,T T <*u <*u kd, kd, 

X'X'  = 

f f -A,tt + -A,tt + 

- M / / <V V -d// -to!,. 1 Art! } } d,1 1 

-AMM + 

(d(,, + *d w . - dr - *d , ) r 

-A,tt + -kA + V 

M d i rr + *d r )
r (dy + d,)' 

-A,t t 

h.' ' 

Figuree 8. Visualization of Equation (29) and Equation (30). 

X**  is used to create two datamatrices. X*i and X i using a time shift .V. The 

matricess X*, ((M-S)x(N+\)) and X% (lM-S)x(N+l)) formed by splitting X*  are used to 

constructt the three-way array X*  ((M-S)x(N+\)*2) by means of stacking and is 

modeledd with PARAFAC as shown in Figure 9. From the three-way array X . the 

followingg three loading matrices can be constructed. 

AA = fa, a, a ,] ((M-S)x3) with /r-rank̂  equal to 3 

BB = [b, b, b3] ((W+1 )x3) with *-rank equal to 3 

CC = [c, c2 c, ] (2x3) with £-rank equal to 2. assuming k\ * kj. 

Thee i-rank is defined as follows. Suppose a matrix has //columns. If any combination 

off  L columns of the matrix are independent and this is not valid for L+\. then the 

it-rankk of the matrix is equal to /.. The decomposition of the three-way array in the 

matricess A. B and C is unique if the Kruskal criterion1 is fulfilled. According to the 

Kruskall  criterion, the decomposition is unique if Equation (31) is valid. 

&-rank(( A ) + *-rank( B ) - A-rank( C ) > 2K + 2. (31) ) 

/heree K is equal to the rank of X and X*. which is equal to the number of reacting 
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X* * 

\ / \\ / 

\A \A 
X X 

/ / 

/ / 

a. . 

X**  \ X*, 
((M-S)((M-S) x(N+\)x2) 

c,=(c nn l) 1 

1 1 
tt  = 

+ + 
cc22=(c=(cnn 1)T 

1 1 
ln(cn) ) 

S S 

+ + 
c3=(ll  1)' 

/ / 

kk22--
ln(c,2) ) 

S S 

/ / 

/ / 
E*E* ((M-S) x(N+\)x2) 

Figuree 9. The trilinea r  structure created by means of stacking X , and X 2. 

absorbingg species. In this example, the number of reacting absorbing species is equal 

too three, as already mentioned earlier. In this case (3 + 3 + 2) > (2x3 + 2) => 8 > 8 and 

hencee the decomposition of the three-way array is unique. This means that no 

rotationall  freedom of the resolved temporal profiles and spectra is present. 

Fromm the third loading matrix, C, the reaction rate constants k\ and ki can be 

extractedd very easily if the time shift parameter .S' is known as shown in Figure 9. The 

structuree of C is shown in Equation (32). 

CC = 
^12 2 

1 1 
(32) ) 

wheree k\ and k2 are equal to rn(cn)/Sand \n(c\2)/S, respectively. This is analogous to 

thee example given in Section 3.2 of this Chapter and the example shown in Figure 6. 

However,, in that figure only one exponential function has been considered whereas in 

thee present example three exponential functions are involved. In practice, it is not 

alwayss the case that the first column of C represents k\, because of the presence of 

permutationn freedom. It is necessary to know the order of magnitude of the reaction 
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ratee constants in advance to judge which column represents k\, for example. So far. 

thee whole procedure is valid if X* is splitted into two datasets. 

Itt is possible to split X in more than two datasets using a certain step size. 

Creatingg more than two datasets from X* can be advantageous with respect to noise 

reduction.. Assume for simplicity that X*  is splitted into three datamatrices or slabs, 

XX |. X*2 and X 3 using a step size G'. This is visualized in Figure 10. From this figure 

itt is observed that the step size between X 1 and X*2 is in this case equal to the step 

sizee between X 2 and X 3. Other step sizes are also possible. The three matrices which 

aree created by separating X are used to construct the three-way array 

X**  ( (M-(GX2))X(JV+1)X3) by means of stacking and can be modeled with PARAFAC 

similarr to the procedure shown in Figure 9. The loading matrices can be constructed 

andd from the third loading matrix according to Equation (33) estimates for k\ and kj 

cann be extracted which can be averaged. 

X X 

M M 

1 1 
N+\ N+\ 

<<  Last column contains constants 

M-(GM-(G X2) 

Figuree 10. Splitting X" into three datamatrices, X „  X*2 and X*3. 

cc  = 
Cl ll  CI2 1 

c711 c„  1 (33) ) 

wheree In(cn/c2i ) = ln(c2i) = k\ and ln(ci2/c22) = ln(c22) = k2 for the noiseless case. 

Hence,, two estimates for both k\ and k2 are obtained if three slabs are created from X*. 
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Thesee estimates can be averaged. Likewise, three estimates of reaction rate constants 

aree obtained from four slabs, etc... 

Thee trilinear structure discussed in this Section is the root of the non-iterative 

andd the iterative algorithms which are discussed in the next Sections. However, using 

thesee algorithms it is necessary that the exponential functions involved have to be 

writtenn as a sum of exponential functions. This is a drawback, because that makes 

three-wayy modelling as presented in this Chapter only suitable for (pseudo-) first order 

kineticc problems. In case of, for example, second order kinetics two-way methods 

describedd in the previous Chapter have to be used to obtain reaction rate constant 

estimates. . 

3.44 Non-iterative three-way methods 

Considerr again the two reaction steps from the reaction, described in Section 2.2 of 

Chapterr 2, under pseudo-first order conditions and matrix X with spectroscopic 

measurementss of the reaction. Two slabs are created from X resulting in the 

three-wayy array X*  ((M-5)x(jV+l)x2). From this structure the reaction rate constants 

cann be estimated according to the following steps. 

1)) Start with a generalized eigenvalue problem (GEP)7 which gives the two loading 

matricess A and B. The third loading matrix, C, is obtained by a least squares step. In 

orderr to solve the GEP, the matrices X*i and X*2 need to be transferred into square 

matrices.. This can be done by using a common space8 onto which both matrices are 

projected.. In this paper, the common space was based on X ] + X i. 

2)) Recognize the triad which is constant and permute the model such that the third 

triadd models the added constant. For the noiseless case or in case of adding a column 

withh constants (soft constraint), where the order of magnitude of the constants is large 

comparedd to the order of magnitude of the signal in X, the third column of A, 03, is 

constantt and vector C3, the third column of C, is equal to (1 1)T. In case of adding a 

columnn with constants, where the order of magnitude of the constants is comparable 

too the order of magnitude of the signal, the third column of C is not equal to (1 1)T. If 

thee order of magnitude of the reaction rate constants is known in advance, the reaction 

ratee constants k\ and k2 can be estimated directly from the scaling factors listed in the 

firstfirst two columns of the C matrix if the time shift is known. 

Note,, that the GEP not always gives satisfactory results, because it can 

producee complex results. The third column of A and C are known beforehand. 
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However,, this knowledge cannot be implemented at first sight. However, if a column 

withh constants is added to X as mentioned earlier, the third column of A and C are 

forcedd to be constant. In case of data with a moderate signal to noise ratio, the third 

columnn of the two matrices is often not constant. That problem is solved by adding a 

columnn with constants to X, where the order of magnitude of the constant is large 

comparedd to the signal present in X. Using this approach, the columns are forced to be 

constant.. Comparing the results of GEP with the third column of A and C gives a 

checkk on the quality of the results obtained. 

Thee procedure described is a modification of the generalized rank annihilation 

methodd (GRAM). In this thesis, the modified GRAM procedure is just called GRAM. 

Windigg and Antalek used this new GRAM procedure for obtaining parameters from 

NMRR signals.9,!0 They called the new procedure the direct exponential curve 

resolutionn algorithm (DECRA). GRAM is a non-iterative algorithm and hence no 

startingg values are needed for the reaction rate constants. The time necessary to obtain 

thee reaction rate constants is known in advance. These properties make GRAM 

suitablee for cases where fast estimates of parameters are desired. 

Considerr that three slabs are created from X resulting in the three-way array 

XX ((A/-(GX2))X(JV+1)X3). h is not possible to estimate reaction rate constants using 

GRAM.. In this case, the trilinear decomposition (TLD) algorithm which is well 

describedd in the literature by Booksh el a/.," has to be used. Here, a short description 

iss given. 

1)) The three-way array X ((A/-(GX3))X(JV+1)X3) is decomposed into three loading 

matricess A, B and C. The matrices A and B are both obtained by solving a GEP and C 

iss obtained by means of a three-way least squares fit  (PARAFAC fit) from X* , A and 

B.. A common space of X i + X 3 is used for solving the GEP. 

2)) Estimate the reaction rate constants from the scaling factors listed in C. 

3)) Average the estimates for k] and ki. This yields a mean estimated k\ and £2-

Alsoo in case of TLD the time needed to obtain the reaction rate constants is 

knownn in advance and because of the non-iterative nature of the algorithm no starting 

valuess are required for the kinetic parameters. 
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3.55 Iterativ e three-way methods 

Loadingg matrices A and C contain information about the reaction rate constants of 

interest.. Loading matrix B contains linear combinations of pure spectra of the reacting 

absorbingg species. In case of spectroscopic data with a poor signal to noise ratio rough 

estimatess of reaction rate constants can be obtained using GRAM or TLD. However, 

thee results from GRAM or TLD, which are both no least squares methods, can be used 

ass an excellent set of starting values of the kinetic parameters for the iterative 

three-wayy algorithms generalized rank annihilation method-Levenberg-Marquardt-

parallell  factor analysis (GRAM-LM-PAR) and trilinear decomposition-Levenberg-

Marquardt-parallell  factor analysis (TLD-LM-PAR), respectively. In these three-way 

algorithmss the concentration profiles stored in loading matrix A and the reaction rate 

constantss listed in loading matrix C are both updated using the Levenberg-Marquardt 

algorithm.. The linear combinations of spectra from loading matrix B are updated 

usingg an alternating least squares step of the PARAFAC model. The different steps of 

GRAM-LM-PARR and TLD-LM-PAR are described in detail in this Section. The steps 

off  GRAM-LM-PAR are described first. 

Thee first two steps of GRAM-LM-PAR are equal to GRAM. Let the three 

matricess A, B and C obtained from the first step of GRAM described in Section 3.4 be 

equall  to A(0), B(0) and C(0), respectively. The superscript zero indicates, that no 

iterationss have occurred yet. Let the estimated k\ and ki obtained by the second step of 

GRAMM be start-jfci and start-/t2, respectively. The LM-PAR part of GRAM-LM-PAR is 

ann alternating least squares algorithm. In every iteration the sum of squares is reduced. 

Thiss process is repeated until convergence is obtained. The LM-PAR part of 

GRAM-LM-PARR works as follows. 

1)) The C(0) matrix from the first step of GRAM has the following form: 

Cl0)) = " *  - Define C(0) according to Equation (34). 
\x\x y V 

e(0''  = t , I  ,') (34) 

wheree d\ = x/u and d2
 = y/v- Because the C(0) matrix has been transformed into C(0), a 

transformedd matrix B(0' has to be constructed too. This is done by a three-way least 

squaress fit  (PARAFAC fit) from the three-way array X* , C(0) and A (0', where A(0) 

33 3 
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iss a matrix with the reconstructed exponentially decaying functions using start-Â  and 

start- 2̂2 for k\ and kj, respectively, according to Equation (35). 

AAmm=[A<=[A<00\a\\a\0)0)]]  = $0\Z[(>\af] (35) 

wheree the matrix with a double tilde consist of the first two columns of the considered 

matrix,, ï,(0)=e"*1' and a<0) = e~*!\ The vector {e'ki>i  ...e~k,'°' M)T is reduced to the 

shorthandd notation e"  ̂ and t = 0r..t(M_S))
T . The first two columns of A(ll) , A (0', are 

aa function of d\ and dj, respectively and, hence, these are a function of >tt, kj and S. 

Thee third column of A (ü), a3( \ is constant. This column is fixed during the 

GRAM-LM-PARR algorithm. 

2)) Matricize X*  into X*  ((M-S)x(2N+2)). In chemometrics matricizing is often 

denotedd as "unfolding". However, in psychometrics this has another meaning. 

Subtractt the contribution of the columns of constants from X' resulting in 

X''  ((M-S)x(2N+2)). 

X ^ ' ^ - a ^ V , 0 ' ® ^ 0 ' ) 11 (36) 

wheree ® denotes the Kronecker product12 and C3 is the third column of C(0) equal to 

(11 1)T. 

3)) Next, matrices are partitioned: 

B(0)) = [ i ( 0 \b f ] (37) 

C(0)=[C<MM | |] (38) 

wheree the matrices with a double tilde consist of the first two columns of the 

consideredd matrix. 

4)) Equation (39) is minimized for fixed B(0) over k\ and k2 ensuring that for the 

properr k\ and ki this minimum will be attained. 
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mm m 
k..L k..L 

*l0>> — A(tl,CC(01 OBf(,lV r (39) ) 

wheree O denotes the column-wise Kronecker product also known as the Khatri-Rao 

product. . 

Updatee A (0) and C(ü) simultaneously using the optimal values for k\ and k2 according 

too the Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm. 

5)) Update B(0) (all three columns!) using a least-squares PARAFAC step. 

6)) Calculate the loss function according to Equation (40). 

/'(""  =£S2(X*" , -A ( " (C ,"OB" , ) T ) (40) ) 

wheree SSQ is the sum of squares. If Equation (41) holds the iterations are stopped. 

r r <10" " (41) ) 

Thee TLD-LM-PAR algorithm is exactly the same algorithm as 

GRAM-LM-PARR except that in TLD-LM-PAR the TLD results are used as an initial 

sett of starting values for k\ and k2 instead of the GRAM results for the reaction rate 

constants.. Only the first two steps of the TLD-LM-PAR algorithm differ from those of 

thee GRAM-LM-PAR algorithm. For TLD-LM-PAR the first two steps are given 

below. . 

1)) Applying TLD gives loading matrices A l0), B(0), C<0) and multiple reaction rate 

constantt estimates. The reaction rate constant estimates are averaged resulting in k] 

andd k-,. 

(0) ) 2)) Define A1UI. B(0) and C(11). The first column of A1 ' represents e' ' and the second 

columnn of A(0) represents e"*;'. Hence, k\ and k2 can be replaced by *, and k2, 

respectively,, resulting in A1"1 which is a reconstruction of the concentration profiles 

usingg the averaged reaction rate constant estimates. C(l" is a reconstruction of C( * 
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wheree the last row and last column are set to a row vector and a column vector of 

ones,, respectively, and £, and k2 are used for the reconstruction of C(()'. Matrix B(0) 

iss constructed by means of a three-way least squares fit  (PARAFAC fit) from X \ 

C(0)andd A ,0). 

Thee next steps are equal to the GRAM-LM-PAR algorithm. 

3.66 The relative fit  error 

Iff  reaction rate constants are estimated with GRAM, TLD, GRAM-LM-PAR or 

TLD-LM-PAR,, the relative fit  error can be estimated. This is done as follows. 

Matricizee the three-way matrix X*  resulting in X* . Estimate X* , X* , according to 

Equationn (42). 

X**  = A(COB)T (42) 

Deletee the two columns with constants from X' and X* to construct 

X**  ((M-S)x2N) and X* ((M-S)x2JV), respectively. The relative fit  error (RFE) can be 

estimatedd according to Equation (43). 

|sz<*'-*'> ; ; 
RFE== p i fL _ ( 43) 

II  IK*") ; 
|| ,=1 ,=1 

wheree I =(M-S)t J=2N,i= 1,2, . . . . /and/ = 1,2, ..., J. From Equation (43) it can be 

seenn that it is necessary to delete the columns with constants from the two-way arrays, 

becausee otherwise the denominator will dominate. 

3.77 Implementation of constraints 

Thee use of constraint R, constraint RP and constraint NNLS, as discussed in Section 

2.77 of Chapter 2, is only possible for the iterative three-way methods 

(GRAM-LM-PARR and TLD-LM-PAR). Using a priori  known pure spectra of reacting 

absorbingg species within three-way methods is more complicated compared to 
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two-wayy methods, because loading matrix B contains linear combinations of pure 

spectra.. The use of pure spectra of reacting absorbing species as constraints in 

iterativee three-way methods is beyond the scope of this thesis. 

Inn case of non-iterative three-way methods (GRAM and TLD), the following 

softt constraint is implemented. The third column of loading matrix C is forced to be 

constantt by means of adding a column with constants to matrix X, where the order of 

magnitudee of the constants is large compared to the order of magnitude of the signal 

inX. . 

Thee following constraints have been used in this thesis in case of 

GRAM-LM-PARR and TLD-LM-PAR. The third column of loading matrix A and 

loadingg matrix C are fixed during the whole least squares part of the three-way 

algorithms.. In case of GRAM-LM-PAR and TLD-LM-PAR the structure of C given 

inn Equation (32) and Equation (33), respectively, is implemented. 
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